The demand for native plants continues to increase but published information on
how to propagate natives is extremely limited. A wealth of propagation knowledge
and experience exists in native plant nurseries, but there isn't an easy way to share
it. The Native Plant Network on the Internet offers basic propagation information as well as a searchable database of propagation protocols. An easy-to-use data
form allows growers to submit propagation information as well as update it as
new information becomes available.
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Forest and conservation nurseries are being asked to propagate an increasingly wide
variety of native plants, from ferns and forbs to shrubs and noncommercial trees.
Learning how to propagate this variety of plants can be a formidable challenge.
For example, compared to species traditionally grown, native plant seeds come in
a bewildering array of shapes and sizes that make them hard to collect, clean, and
sow. Most native plant seeds also have some type or degree of dormancy and need
special treatment before they will germinate.
Research is the traditional source of new technology, but few scientists are working on new native plant propagation techniques in the US, and most of that work
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at a time. Just place a check in the box next to the protocols of
interest and they will be formatted so you may print them using
the print command in your browser. Printed protocols are in a
format that allows them to be three-holed punched for storage in
a loose-leaf binder.

Register as a propagator
We strongly encourage professional and amateur plant
propagationists to submit any propagation information that they
may have. We have tried to make the process relatively easy and
are continually updating the process to make it more friendly. The
first step is to click on Add/Edit Your Protocols and register as a propagator. Registering will allow you to add multiple protocols without having to re-enter basic information like your name, address,
and contact information. And, if at a later date you wish to update one of your protocols, you may access the file using your
username and password. Growers are also encouraged to submit
their nursery, company or agency logos which will be displayed whenever someone views your protocols.

To search the database, just click on
Search the Protocol Database. You can

search by typing in a genus, species,
binomial, Latin family name, by selecting a species from a drop down menu,
state or province, organization type,
company or nursery name, or various
combinations of these parameters.
Leaving all of the fields blank will
generate a list of every protocol in the
database. From the list of matches to
your search, you may select particular
protocols based on species, stock type,
location, date of entry, and so on (Figure 1). One handy feature is the batch
print function that allows you to accumulate and print several protocols
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Entering a protocol
On the Network, we have provided an
example of a completed protocol input form as well as a blank form.
Many propagators print or copy the
blank form to see what information
is requested by the database. They can
then compose the necessary information in a word processing program to
ensure accuracy and easily cut and
paste it to the protocol input form.
Given the immense variety of plant
types, nursery stock types, and propagation objectives, we realize a oneglove-fits-all approach is not realistic,
but on the other hand a free-flow anarchist approach is not conducive to
finding and using data. So, our intention is that the standardized form
provides only a framework for adding
protocols.
The main headings are fairly general
and we encourage propagators to use
subheadings under main headings
when necessary to present their data.
Folks familiar with hypertext language
can insert their own formatting; others can use the help feature and
hypertext format drop-down box for
assistance. Some fields are required
(for example, genus, species, family)
but many are not. Don't worry—if
you decide data is not needed in particular fields or you simply don't have
that type of data, skip those fields.
Blank fields will not be displayed on

queue where it will be checked for

authors and other necessary information

appropriateness of content before be-

for relocating the protocol (Figure 2).
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enced. Furthermore, you can add your
organization's URL or email address to
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website, products, and services. For the
private nursery manager, this can be a
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fer an easy, yet comprehensive, way to
share information on how to grow
native plants. We hope that all propagators will use this new way to seek
cultural information and share their
propagation knowledge.
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